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Introduction

Leads are indisputably the lifeblood of your business. They make the
difference between the success of your business and its failure, and also
between its growth and stagnation. You should bend over backwards to
maximise the leadsyour business generates from your marketingbudget. In
the bygone era of an information vacuum, the concept of ‘lead generation’
was one dimensional. Marketing found potential buyers and passed their
names to sales. Buyers expected to speak to sales.And sales staffwas resigned
to speaking to unqualified early-stage buyers. All this has changed!

Today, buyers do their own research online. They find your company’s
product/service through search engines, social media platforms, review
sites, and other online channels. These content resources enable today’s
buyer to learna great deal about your product/service before even speaking
to your salesperson. So, you mustmake certain that you build your brand’s
digital presence. Regardless of the route to business growth you choose,
the steps you take to generate leads remain the same. They include:

• Identifying your key market segments

• Identifying the target customers within these segments

• Researching the needs of your target customers, especially their
information needs

• Defining the products / solutions that are most appropriate for the
identified segment

• Deciding on the fastest way to reach your target customers

• Defining an appropriate marketing process.

10Useful Leads Strategies Summarised

Below, 10 strategies are summarised for attracting more leads. This list of
leads strategies is not meant to be exhaustive. It does, however, include
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some practical low-cost and no-cost strategies that you can implement into
your business immediately.

Take notes on the ideas you can implement into your business
wherever you see this symbol .

Here are the strategy summaries.

1. Re-Work Headlines and Copy
A great headline should catch the attentionof your target audience, promise
a benefit and compel the reader to readeron.Oneof the simplest elements to
change in yourpromotions is theheadline. The grandfatherof copywriting,
John Caples, said that “70% of the success of any promotion comes down to
the headline”.

Two Key Principles for Re-Working Headlines
Principle #1: All sales messages must be centred primarily on the

customer’s interests. Hence, when it comes to re-working
headlines, you should emphasise benefits to the customer.

Principle #2: The goal of your headline is identical to the goal of the very
first scene of amovie – to capture the attention of the visitor
and hook themto read thefirst paragraph. So,when you’re re-
working your headlines,you should positionthe value aspect
at the front. This approachis termed as“point-first” structure.

The Right Format for Headlines
• Centre your headlines

• Make them large anddark or dark grey (orwhitewhen the background
is dark)

• Capitalise the first letter of each word (Proper Case)

• Never use a period at the end of your headline as this visual cue
presents a mental stopping point for your visitor

• Break up long headlineswith em-dashes or ellipses because they serve
as “eye rest” punctuation marks

• Support each of your headlines with a meaningful subhead in
sentence case
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• Use space, contrast, and size to draw the visitor’s attention towards
your headline.

Mistakes to AvoidWhen You Re-Work Headlines
• Your headline should not be too clever

• Your headline should not sound like a title

• Your headline should not be like an empty question

• Your headline should not be without a sub-headline

• Your headline should not hide the value to the customer somewhere
in the middle.

Rework The Copy of Your Ads and Promotions
The copy on your business website should drive your readers from one
sentence to the next. As you re-work your copy, ensure it is concise, clear,
and compelling. After your magnetic headline catches the attention of
your target audience, the brevity and clarity of your copy will make your
message easily digestible.

Re-Work Your Copy to Highlight the Solution You Are Providing
You should know that even if your copy is clear and concise, it is still a
failure if it doesn’t persuade your readers to act. So, you should re-work
your copy in such amanner that it fascinates your readers and forces them
to pull the trigger on yourCall-to-Action (CTA). Your copy should capture
the attention of your target audience, unearth a pain you address for them,
and present a valuable, solution-driven CTA.

7 Steps to Re-Work Your Copy
Whether you are re-working the copy of your landing page or sales email
template, follow the steps outlined here. Working through these steps
needs some thought.But at the end of it, you’ll know howto re-frame your
message to achieve the desired response.

Step 1: Get to know your target audience

Step 2: Make the best use of the psychology of exclusivity

Step 3: Ensure your copy is emotional

Step 4: Draw metaphors and analogies
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Step 5: Avoid vague or uncertain words

Step 6: Create urgency

Step 7: Customise your CTA.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

2. Proactive Referral System
Most businesses approach referrals reactively, opting to wait for those
red-hot leads tomaterialise from thin air instead of proactively developing
a process for cultivating them. Just consider this: Every customer who
purchases from your business has friends who could also purchase from
your business. Imaginehow your saleswould skyrocket if all the peoplewho
buy from you refer a friendwho also buys from you. If this cycle continues
endlessly, you’ll be turning over millions of dollars more in under a year!

Effective Referral Generation System for Business Growth
Becomemore referable–Analyse all the waysyour company interacts with
customers and prospects. Endeavour to inject positive, brand supporting
actions into each interaction. You couldbegin by improving your shipping
and finance departments. Inmany companies, these departments areknown
to rough up the relationship with customers.

Target your sources – Look carefully at your customers. Consider the
profile of a customer who is already referring business to your company.
Focus your attentionon this typeof customer bymaking it simpler for them
to refer. Similarly, strategic partners are other referral sources you should
target. See if you can make referrals for them. Give and you shall receive!

Motivate your sources – Although many companies offer money for
referrals, it may not work all the time. Sending a thank you note is great
motivation, though.
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Advantages of a Proactive Referral System
Referrals are guaranteed business because customers usually don’t shop
around once they’ve been exposed to your business. Things work in your
favour as your business has been recommended and praised by a third
party. One easy method (depending on your industry) of landing plenty
of referrals is to offer an enticing incentive for referrals.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

3. Advertising
With people increasingly getting addicted to television channels and social
networking sites, itmakes sense foryou to use thesemediums foradvertising
your brand. Advertising certainly does wonders for your product sales
when you do it correctly. Your brand is assured of more success and more
revenue as well. But be warned: despite all the positives, advertising is
not the universal cure for generating leads. For instance, if your customer
service is indifferent, no amount of advertising will help.

Advantages of Advertising for Your Business
• Remind existing customers and alert prospective customers regarding
the benefits of your product/service

• Establish and maintain your brand’s distinct identity

• Enhance your brand’s reputation

• Persuade existing customers to buy from you more of your
product/service

• Build sales steadily to boost your company’s bottom line

• Attract new customers.

© James McNamara. All Rights Reserved.
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Different Channels of Advertising for Lead Generation
• Local newspaper advertising
• Daily newspaper advertising
• Television advertising
• Radio advertising
• Magazine advertising
• Trade journal advertising
• Industry newsletter ads
• School newsletter ads
• Press releases
• Letterbox flyers
• Sidewalk handbills
• Mail catalogues
• Brochures
• Yellow pages
• White pages
• Other phone directories
• Barter/trade exchanges
• Piggyback invoice mailings
• Fax outs
• Billboards/Posters
• Shop-a-dockets
• Taxi backs
• Cinema advertising
• Sponsorships
• Postcard mailings
• Internet/web pages
• Building signage
• Car signage
• In-store and Sidewalk signage
• Window displays
• Shopping centre promotions
• Industry newsletter
• Stickers and tags
• Fridge magnets
• Named promotional gifts
• Blimps, plane banners and skywriting
• Business cards
• Networking functions
• Salespeople and cold calling
• Telemarketing
• Competitions
• Host beneficiary
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• Strategic alliances
• Write a book
• Seminars and events
• Trade shows
• Open days and sign-on days
• Party plan
• Network marketing
• Market days
• Changing/adding location
• Trade longer/different hours
• Test and measure

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

4.Get Out of theOffice/Store – Prospecting
A prospect is an individual or company interested in your product/service.
Typically, the prospect has a requirement, interest and/or desire in what
you offer. Youcan obtain prospects inmany ways such as customer referrals,
social media, email, company website, networking events, trade shows,
and more.

Get Out of Your Office
If you havegrown up with the onlineuniverse at your fingertips, youmaybe
comfortable using online tools for prospecting.But real-world events such
as industry-specific seminars and expositions present you opportunities to
meet people face-to-face.Since personal touch is also important in business,
you should incorporate on-the-ground fieldwork into your prospecting as
well. As adigital native, youmay prefer toprospect online. However,making
a connection with people and building relationships is indispensable for
generating valuable leads.

The Prospecting Process
There’s no magic formula for business growth. You advance step by step.
Although prospecting is an art, there’s some science involved in it as well
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because your success is much greater if you follow a systematic, step-by-
step process.

Step 1: Research and Identify Your Prospects
Who are my targets? Where are they located? What industry segments
would require my products/services?

Step 2:Qualify Your Prospects
Rank your prospects in their order of importance to your business and
their chances of success.

Step 3:Meet with Your Prospect
Explore and confirm your prospect’s needs. Present to them your
products/ services. Explain the salient attributes and quote your rates.
Get a commitment to progress to the next stage.

Step 4: Present Your Solutions to Your Prospect
You should aim to address all the objections raised by the prospect
concerning your product/service. Once you iron out all possible hurdles
and objections, you are ready to transition to closing the sale.

Step 5: Close the Sale
This final step isn’t challenging at all! You have already developed some
rapport with yourprospect. Themeaningful relationship you havebuilt with
the prospect in the course of the past two meetings would have covered
all the business points effectively. The process of ‘asking for the order’ or
‘closing the sale’ should be fairly straightforward.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

5. Signage
Signage shows customerswhat your businessoffers and representsvia visual
messaging. So, being imaginative and effectivewith messaging is the finest,
simplest, and quickestmethod of getting a leg up onyour competition. Even
in today’s everythingdigital universe, physical signs still play a huge role in
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catching the attentionof your potential customers and converting them to
loyal patrons. For most retail businesses, signage is the least expensive but
the most productive form of advertising.

Physical Signage Methods That Highlight Your Business
1. Billboards

2. Banner Signs

3. A-Frames

4. Promotional Marketing

5. Vehicle Graphics

6. Retail Shop Signage

7. Display Signage

8. Table Banners

9. POPs (Point of Purchase)

10. Booth Displays and Trade Show Signage.

Signage Best Practices
Keep it Simple:The message of your signage needs to be clear. If you load
it with too much information, it may be ignored. Here, the 5-second rule
is relevant. Your potential customer should be able to comprehend the
main themes of your signage in under 5 seconds. Shorten your message if
it takes longer.You could also use multiple signs to convey the full message.

Be Specific: Design a custom sign that allows for narrowcasting. Include
location-specific details andrelevant product information.Only then, you’ll
be able to target the right audience.

BeConsistent:Useheadlines and tag lines intelligently.Maintainconsistent
messaging across several mediums – Signage, Internet, Press Releases,
POPs, etc. – to get the word out.

Write with a “Headline Copy” Mindset: Be concise. Simplify the text
because your business punch line does matter. Remove prepositions and
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extra words. Your signage should use this hierarchy: Headline, Explanatory
Message, and Call to Action (CTA).

Advantages of Signage for Your Business
• Provide directions to your location

• Attract new customers

• Drive impulse sales

• Build and reinforce your brand.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

6. Networking
Most business owners understand that networking is indispensable for
their success. They simply don’t follow a step-by-step process toobtain the
results they want. Few individuals implement an exhaustive methodology
that will build their business through networking.

SMART Networking: Specific and Measurable Networking That’s
Achievable, Realistic, and Time-Bound
Smart networking is strategic and focused. You reap a high return on your
investment of time, energy, andmoney. If you area prisoner ofyour routine,
step outside your comfort zone. Networking isn’t optional for the success
of your business any longer – it’s a prerequisite.

The Basic Premise of Networking: Give to Others First
In Smart Networking, givers gain. Since networking is all about being
authentic, building trust, and developing relationships, you should
endeavour to helpothers first. The two words “GiversGain” capture vividly
and accurately the immense potential and power of networking at its best.
When yougive toothers first, you begin to build two-way,Win-Winbusiness
relationships. You lead by example and model the behaviour that others
will adopt, sooner or later.
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Top Networking Traits
1. Enthusiasm/motivation

2. Good listening skills

3. Positive attitude

4. Commitment to networking 24/7

5. Trustworthiness

6. Timely follow-up on referrals

7. Dedication to building your network

8. Helpfulness

9. Sincerity

10. Gratitude

You need to cultivate these traits and develop them to improve the overall
networking success of your business. All of them are helpful in proactive,
long-term relationship building. Networking successfully takes some
practice. The more often you come face-to-face with your prospects, the
easier it is to network. Success in networking, likeeverything else, demands
singleness of purpose.

Remember, winning is a habit. And sadly, so is losing.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?
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CollaborativeMarketing, inessence, is theprocess of sharingyour company’s
resources, interests, andmarketing expertisewithother compatiblecompanies
to increase the influence of your brand and obtain fresh leads. The Internet
has made the choice of collaborative marketing simpler than ever.

Collaborative Marketing: The Next Big Thing for Your Business
A common purpose is all that the concept of collaborative marketing
takes to succeed.When your company joins hands withother like-minded
companies having a common goal, interest, mission or audience, all of
you can band together in multiple ways to create influence. The resulting
combined presence is much greater than the sum of its parts. Imagine this
scenario: Internet exposure for your company’s joint marketing endeavour
can create massive leverage that results in higher Google rankings andmore
robust SEO for all the companies involved.

Examples of Collaborative Marketing
The strategybehind thedaily dealand specialisedauction sites is collaborative
marketing. Manufacturers of electronic goods, computers, health foods
and supplements, electrical items, solar supplies, and various household
goods can tie up with these sites to market their products. Since these sites
have great Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), the traffic is high. So, even
a merchant with a limited capability of promoting and marketing their
products can increase their turnover multi-foldby tying upwith an auction
site. Hence, business owners can become trusted far more readily with the
assistance of an umbrella brand.

Advantages of Collaborative Marketing for Your Business
CollaborativeMarketingempowers youto remove the barriersbetween your
company and your customers. Your brandcan create and improve products
and messaging continually, alongside your customers. Technology will
only make maintaining customer relationships simpler, more measurable,
and more profitable.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?
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Giving away youror someone else’s product/service free is perhaps one of
the most persuasive techniques available for customer acquisition. Google,
HubSpot, MySQL, JBoss, and Facebook are some of the companies that
have used this technique successfully.

Provide High Value to the Customer, Free
The trick to doing the Freemium or Free business model right is to make
certain that the product/service you give away free is of real value to the
customer. When your free giveaway – such as a niche eBook – provides
high customer satisfaction, there’s a higher likelihood that your customers
will inform others about your product/service, resulting in viral effects.
Gaming companies do this in a clever way. They tempt gamers by offering
them a shortened version of their latest game Free. If the gamers want to
play the full game, they’ll need to purchase it. But a similar ploy may not
work in other industries.

Acquire New Customers at a Low Cost
Smart business owners realise that sales and marketing is the single biggest
business expense. They recognise that offering a product/service free is an
effective way of acquiring customers at a low cost. The business owners
know that they can monetise the customers they acquire in a different way.

The Power of Freebies
Everyone loves freestuff. You canuse freebies to lure a prospectivecustomer
to learnmoreabout your business, take a testdrive of yourproduct/service,
or take the next step. You canuse freebies tobuild closer relationships with
your existing customers, and give themadded reason to reach out tomore
prospective customers foryour company (bygiving the newcustomers your
freebie as well).Matching your companyobjective and targetingcustomers
together with the perfect freebie can be an extremely successful strategy.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

© James McNamara. All Rights Reserved.
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Some important business niches are still resistant to Internet marketing.
These niches need the personal touchof a telephone call to generate leads.

Example Niches You can Approach Best by Telephone:
• C-suite executives and business owners with hectic schedules

• Government services employees and executives

• Industries such as healthcare that are governed by stringent online
policies

• Companies where social media is restricted or banned

• Foreign companies vulnerable to customs and language barriers.

Consider also the ubiquitousSmartphone. Every individual hasone andthey
are connected by phone 24/7. This implies that you can contact decision
makers over phone more easily than by any other means.

Effective Telemarketing Strategy
Both B2B andB2C demand generationby telephone canbe effective when
you target a good niche. Additionally, you should:

1. Research or procure a highly qualified list of prospects

2. Assemble an experienced team of telemarketers

3. Prepare a compelling script that states the value proposition of your
business in a few words

4. Maintain a first-rate Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
system to document calls, capture leads, and fix appointments.

Make it Simpler for Potential Customers to Call You
Don’t hide your phone number at the bottom of your business webpage.
Put it at the top of each page instead. That way, it’ll be easy for anyone to
call you. Go one step ahead and install the “Click to Call” button on your
business website. A customer searching for a business like yours on their
Smartphone can contact you immediately.
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Email Marketing
Email marketing is a mature channel compared to other types of online
marketing such as social media andcontent marketing. The sheer longevity
of this channel is a testament to its capability to convert leads into first-time
buyers and these buyers into repeat customers.

EmailMarketingplatforms suchas CampaignMonitor,MailChimp,Aweber,
and GetResponse come equipped with A/B testing. You can test two or
more variants of your subject line. Keep your message soft and friendly.
Go for the heartstrings in your email. That’s the right tone! Make certain
your message carries a hint of urgency.

You can use B2C email marketing for:
1. Delivering promotions

2. Cross-selling

3. Staying in touch

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?

10.Write “The 7Reasons” To Choose Your Business
The “7 Reasons”marketing piece isused as a conversion strategy, not a lead
generation strategy. The exception of directory advertising (like Yellow
Pages) where the prospect knows what they want to buy, they are just
looking for who to buy it from.

This is a very simple strategy to put together. It expands on what a USP
can achieve. The USP normally gives one powerful reason to buy from
you… this strategy gives 7! Of course, you can include your USP as one
of the 7 also.

This strategy has two elements. Firstly, a powerful headline to start off.
Secondly, it states 7 compelling reasons to buy from your business. Very
simple! You can actually think of it as 8 headlines – a main headline and
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7 sub-headlines. If you write each of the reasons in a headline style, they
will be very powerful.

All it takes is a little bit of brainstorming. It is best to brainstorm at least
a dozen reasons to use your business and then, narrow it down to 7. This
way, you will be left with very strong reasons.

So let’s write one…

Firstly, write your main headlines. Here are some examples to get you
thinking. If it isn’t obvious to you, I’ve used fictitious business names:

• “The Best 7 Reasons To Join The Rapid Cash Flow Program”

• “7 ReasonsWhy Big Car Audio is the Best in Town”

• “7 Reasons to Choose Print Hub For Your Next Print Job”

• “7 Reasons Why You Should Buy Your Next Property From You
Beaut Realty”

• “Here’s The Top 7 Reasons To Buy Your Computers From Propeller IT”

• “7 Sensational Reasons To Renovate Your Bathroom With Unique
Bathrooms”

• “7 Reasons to Let Perfect Books Take All of Your Office Admin
Stress Away”

• “7 Reasons to Choose Kylie’s Fitness”

There are a range of styles above. Remember that these headlines are
speaking to people who you are already in discussions with. These are not
lead generation headlines. Some headlines offer a benefit, i.e. ‘take all of
your office admin stress away’. Some of the headlines focus on a particular
type of purchase, i.e. ‘your next property’.
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Write at least 10 versions of a “7 Reasons” headline for your business below…

Next, just put a circle around the best of the bunch above.

Now that you have your main headline, it’s time to write your 7 Reasons. To do this, write out
12–15 reasons to buy from your business first. Refer back to your answers to the questions on
psychographics under the USP module. Write 12–15 reasons now before we move on…

Not for distribution. This material is protected by international copyright laws.
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Now, let’s refine those reasons into compelling benefits and choose the best 7. Go through your list
of reasons and highlight where you have used the words “we”, “our”, “us”, etc. Then re-write these
reasons using the words “you”, “your”, “you’ll” etc. This will change the structure of the sentence to
be far more appealing to your prospect.

The next refinement is to turn features into benefits. For example, if you said “the seats are made of
leather” you are talking about a feature. You can turn that into a strong benefit statement by using a
simple linking phrase such as “which means”. For example “the seats are leather which means they
wear better/ breathe better/ are far more comfortable than cotton or vinyl.”

So, now go through and highlight features (characteristics) and use linking phrases such as:

• “which means”

• “so that you can”

• “providing you with”

• “allowing you to”

• “ensuring that you”

Now that you have focused your reasons on the customer with “you” language and turned features
into benefits, it’s time to short list. Go through and tick off the best 7 reasons on your list.

OK here’s the final check… go through your final list of 7 reasons and give it the “Sowhat?” test. This
is where you read the benefit and ask “so what”. If any reason needs explanation (i.e. the benefit is

Not for distribution. This material is protected by international copyright laws.
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not plainly obvious), then re-write it until such time the benefit is clearly evident. There is no room
for wastage in the 7 reasons; each one must pack a punch and really count!

Write your main headline and your 7 reasons below…

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Here are some examples of “7 Reasons” marketing pieces…

7Reasons to Choose Us
Here’s 7 unbeatable reasons whyFingerfood Company is leading theway in affordable quality catering
and is the right choice for your next function:

1. Prompt Friendly Service – all our friendly wait staff will arrive on time (actually early in most
cases) to ensure your function goes off without a hitch and that the food is served on time.

2. Quality Food –we supply only quality finger food. It’s the reason why so many ofour customers
keep coming back time and time again.

3. Perfect Party Guarantee – 3 special promises to ensure you have the most perfect party possible.
Readmore [Nb: this links to a 3-part guarantee.]

4. Fingerfood Fans – some of our customers have been with us for years, and why?Because they’re
huge fans of our food and service! We’re incredibly proud of this fact, and believe it’s testament
to the huge commitment our team puts into every party. See our testimonials page for examples
of our happy customers.

5. Easy Payment Options – we accept all major credit cards as well as EFT transfers to make
organising and paying for your function easy.

Not for distribution. This material is protected by international copyright laws.
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6. Expertise – wehave catered literally 1000s of functions over the years.
Whether it’s awedding, a corporate function or a funeral, we knowwhat
food is best and can advise you to deliver the best function possible.

7. One Stop Shop – we offer not only quality finger food but also wait
staff. We want you to kick back and enjoy your function and leave it
to the professionals.

When you choose Fingerfood Company for your next event, you know
you’re getting quality food, supported by friendly, professional staff at prices
you can afford. You’d be crazy to go anywhere else.

(Source: http://www.fingerfoodcompany.com.au/contact-us/seven-reasons-to-choose-us.html)

The 7 Top Reasons to Choose First Inspection
1. Professional Expert Staff – All of our representatives are the best in
the industrywhen it comes toknowledge, professionalismand customer
care. They areclean-cut, well trained, andmust pass a long andrigorous
probationary period in order to become a permanent member of the
First Inspection team.

2. Property isSafe–Weare respectfulof YOURproperty andvery careful
to leave things as they were found. We don’t drag hoses all over your
yard marring siding, knocking over planters, and causing unnecessary
havoc to save a buck.We take the time to customtreat your homewith
state-of-the-art equipment and professional care.

3. Solve Your Pest Problems – We always service your property with
proven control strategies and customised treatments based on an
integrated pest management (IPM) approach. Plus, our experts will
guide you inhow to makeyour homemorepest proof to achieve long-
term control without excessive pesticide usage.

4. Clear Communication –We will NEVER just show upat your home
without you having an appointment or notifying you. Our advanced
scheduling and CRM office system keeps us on schedule and in good
communication with you.

5. On Time – We are passionate when it comes to punctuality. If you
schedule an appointment with us, you won’t sit around wasting your
time wondering where we are.
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6. Certified and Trusted – We do thorough background checks on all
employees and they are held to the highest standards. Eachone is state
certified and regularly receives continuing education.

7. WeTakeOurResponsibility Seriously –We knowwhen youhire us,
you are trusting us with the health and safety of your family, pets, and
loved ones. Call 480.778.1480 and giveus a try.We won’t let you down.

(Source: http://www.firstinspection.org/home.html)

Note: Both of these examples would be even more powerful if the
reasons were written in the language of the customer – “you”, “your”,
“you’ll”. A good way todo this is to begin each reason witha phrase such
as “You’ll’, You’ll love”, “You can”. Remember “You” and its derivatives
are very powerful in marketing copy.

WHAT IDEAS CAN YOUUSE IN YOURBUSINESS?
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Strategy Implementation Summary

In the space below, summarise the best ideas that you have gained for
implementing into your business from reading the 10 Leads
sub-strategy summaries above. In the right-hand column, prioritise
the strategies for implementation, with #1 being the strategy you will
implement first.

Ideas I Can Implement Into My Business Priority
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